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Executive summary 
 
This report draws on a sample survey of 1,200 Australians aged 18+, conducted in July 2018, to:   
 Present a snapshot of contemporary religious and spiritual practices, beliefs, and experiences , 
 Describe attitudes and responses to religion in society, and 
 Understand the level of contact with Christian churches and what influences openness to accepting an 

invitation to church. 
 
Overall, Australians can be described as moderately religious and spiritual. While religiousness and spirituality have 
eroded over time, religious practices, beliefs and experiences continue to be present. Some 20% of Australians were 
frequent attenders at religious services (16% at churches) and three in 10 prayed or meditated at least once a week. 
More than a quarter have had a mystical or supernatural experience, with more open to the idea that such an 
experience is possible. The majority (56%) believed in God, a spirit or life force. A cluster analysis on the degree to 
which people considered themselves to be religious and to be spiritual found that 13% fitted a type which could be 
called “spiritual but not religious”. Some 26% were practising religious and spiritual, 26% were non-practising 
religious and spiritual, and 35% were neither religious nor spiritual.  
 
Attitudes to the benefit of religion and the contribution of religious diversity for society were mixed; Australians 
were split between those who were positive, neutral/uncertain and negative. Most people preferred Christian 
churches to have an embedded role, investing in fostering cohesive communities and a good society. When asked to 
give their response to various sources of information about the Christian faith, the majority stated they had a mixed 
or no effect, or they did not know. Those who had a firm view were more likely to be repelled, rather than attracted.  
 
A third of Australians had attended a church activity in the previous 12 months, with attendance at Christmas being 
most common among those who were not regular church attenders. Two-thirds had no regular church attenders 
among the people closest to them. Some 14% of people were not regularly attending religious services and said they 
would accept an invitation from friends or family to church. Analysis of open text responses showed that for those 
who were open to an invitation, what came to mind most commonly was the relationship with the person who was 
inviting. In contrast, those who would not accept an invitation tended to express negative attitudes towards religion 
and often drew on their own identity and practice with respect to religion (or no religion). Regression analysis 
showed that Christian identity, religious self-perception, frequency of prayer or meditation and positive stances 
toward religion and the churches boosted the likelihood of accepting an invitation. 
 
This report has confirmed that religion and spirituality continue to be integrated into the lives of many Australians. 
While religion and religious institutions, such as Christian churches, face higher levels of distrust and disinterest than 
previously, they are still understood to have roles in society. A person’s religious identity and disposition, along with 
significant relationships, provide the most effective points of connection for churches, with Christmas, Easter and 
special occasions presenting strong opportunities. 
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1 Introduction 
 
This report presents selected results from the 2018 Australian Community Survey (ACS) project run by NCLS 
Research. The 2018 ACS is the latest wave in a series of community surveys conducted by NCLS Research since 
1998.  
 
This report covers three areas:  
1. A religious and spiritual profile of Australians, 
2. Attitudes to religion in society, and 
3. Connections with Christian churches. 
 
First, we seek to understand Australian religion and spirituality, including religious practices, beliefs, experiences and 
identity. Second, we explore how the Australian community views the role of religion in society, and Christian faith 
and churches in particular. Third, we focus on the level of contact Australians have with churches and church 
attenders, and what factors influence an openness to accepting an invitation to church. 
 
Another goal for the 2018 Australian Community Survey project is to examine views on cultural and religious 
diversity in Australia, social contact across ethnic and religious difference and how these relate to the religion and 
spirituality of individuals. The 2018 ACS project also examines how the civic contribution of individuals relates to 
their religion and spirituality. These and other analyses of the 2018 ACS will be reported in other publications.  
 
 

2 Study methodology  
 
The 2018 Australian Community Survey (ACS) was an online survey conducted in late July 2018 by NCLS Research. 
The survey was distributed by Online Research Unit (ORU), to a sample drawn from their Australian Consumer 
Panel. ORU meets ISO 20252 and ISO 26362 standards for both market research and panel work. The study 
received ethics clearance from Australian Catholic University. 
 
The online survey instrument was around 50 questions, some of which were replicated from the 2016 Australian 
Community Survey and earlier surveys of the Australian community run by NCLS Research. 
 
The final sample was made up of 1,200 cases. Quotas were set for age, gender and location, derived from the 2016 
Census of Population and Housing, with additional soft quotas set for education. Results are weighted to reflect the 
demographic profile of the Australian population aged 18+ on age, gender and education, applying a methodology 
similar to that used for weighting the Australian Survey of Society Attitudes datasets (Evans, 2017). 
 
The maximum margin of error on a random sample of 1,200 at a 95% level of confidence is 2.8%. That is, assuming a 
simple random sample, there is a 95% chance that a sample result falls within ±2.8% of the result for the population. 
The margin of error is greater for subsample results. 
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3 A religious and spiritual profile of Australians 
 
Describing a person’s religiousness or spirituality is complex. In this section, a profile of Australians is provided 
across a range of different dimensions. We give examples of how Australians are engaged in religious or spiritual 
practices, public and private, as well as the breadth of their 
affective or emotional experiences, such as mystical or 
supernatural experiences. Understanding what Australians 
believe on religious matters, like belief in God, provides a 
cognitive perspective. In addition to practices, beliefs and 
experiences, we are also interested in salience, or the 
importance of faith or spirituality for life’s decisions.  
 
First we describe the religious affiliation of Australians, drawing primarily from the 2016 National Census of 
Population and Housing, as it is based on the whole population. Then we turn to the 2018 ACS to describe:  
 Public religious practice 
 Private religious practice 
 Mystical experiences 
 Belief in God 
 Importance of faith or spirituality in life, and 
 Religious and/or spiritual self-perception. 
 

3.1 Religious affiliation 
 

A person’s religious affiliation, or religious identification, is one aspect of their identity. While it 
does not simply translate to holding specific religious beliefs or doing certain practices, it can 
be helpful, because it provides clues about belonging or being shaped by particular 
worldviews. It is a dimension of religiousness that is measured in the question in the five-
yearly National Census of Population and Housing “What is this person’s religion?” Around half 
of all Australians aged 18+ identified as Christian (53%, including 22% Catholic), some 8% 
identified with another religion and 29% chose “no religion” in the 2016 Census (ABS, 2016). 
The Census religion question is optional and in 2016, 10% did not respond.  

 
The religious affiliation patterns in the sample of Australians who completed the 2018 ACS results are close to the 
national figures: 52% Christianity (including 19% Catholic), and 8% indicated a religion other than Christianity. 
Almost four in 10 (38%) had no religion and 2% preferred not to say.  
 
How important or salient religious identity is for a person’s sense of self and their belonging will vary widely. For 
some it will be highly salient, representing a strong and active life of faith. For others, it may represent a long-term 
or historical family affiliation to a certain faith tradition. Religious identity may be integrated with a more collective 
approach, signifying belonging to a particular community, perhaps in a similar way to one’s ethnic identity. The 
increase in the proportion of Australians who have no religious affiliation in recent decades signifies a declining 
importance of a religious identity for many, particularly younger Australians.  
 
Later in this report, the religious affiliation of respondents will be used to segment results from the 2018 ACS. 
  

A profile of a person’s religiousness or 
spirituality has multiple dimensions. 
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3.2 Public religious practice 
 

 

 
 
Attendance at religious services is an example of a public religious practice. Respondents in the 2018 ACS were 
asked to indicate how often they attended religious services, apart from such special occasions as weddings, 
funerals etc.  
 
One in five Australians (20%) can be described as “frequent attenders”, defined as attending religious services at 
least once a month. As shown in Figure 1, this is made up of some 13% who reported that they attend religious 
services at least once a week and 8% who attend at least once a month. Almost half (48%) of all Australians reported 
that they never attend religious services.  
 
 

Figure 1: Self-reported frequency of religious service attendance 
  

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
 
The majority of the Australian population has never regularly attended religious services. Some of the highest rates 
of attendance were recorded in the 1950s after World War II at the time of the baby boom (e.g. 44% in 1950). After 
a steep decline, particularly in the 1960s and 1970s, in the years since 1990 the decline has slowed. This is 
demonstrated by the flattening of the trendline in self-reported monthly religious services attendance in recent 
years, shown in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.. A comparison with results from other surveys shows 
that the 2018 ACS result of 20% is a little higher than expected (running above the trendline), matching the 1998 
ACS result. However, the 2018 result is within the margin of error of the 2016 ACS result (18% monthly 
attendance).  
 
It is important to note that this is a measure of attendance at all types of religious services. Of the 20% who attend, 
some 16% are frequent churchgoers (at least monthly) in Christian churches. A further 4% attend religious services 
of other faith traditions. 
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Figure 2: Self-reported monthly religious service attendance since 1950 

 

 
Source: Various sample surveys of the Australian population, 1950-2018 

 
 

3.3 Private religious practice 
  

 
 

 
With regard to private religious practice, 30% of Australians pray or meditate at least once a week. That is, 18% 
reported praying or meditating most days or more often, with a further 12% doing so at least once a week or a few 
times a week. Another 28% reported praying or meditating occasionally (14%) or hardly ever (14%). Some four in 10 
never prayed or meditated (see Figure 3). 
 
 

Figure 3: Self-reported frequency of prayer or meditation 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 
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3.4 Mystical experience 
 

 

 
 
Religious or spiritual experiences can be part of everyday life, but they can refer to experiences beyond the 
ordinary. The 2018 ACS contained a question about mystical and supernatural experiences that has been used 
widely in surveys across the world. When asked whether they have ever had a mystical or supernatural experience, 
either positive or negative, and about which they have no doubt it was real, over a quarter (27%) answered yes. A 
further 35% either knew somebody else who had an experience like this or believed that such experiences could 
happen. Some 9% weren’t sure. Just three in 10 (29%) did not believe that such experiences occur (Figure 4). 
 
 

Figure 4: Mystical or supernatural experiences 
 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
 

3.5 Belief in God 
 

 

 
 
There is an extensive array of religious beliefs across the world’s religions. In the 2018 ACS, a simple approach was 
taken, which was to ask “Which of these statements comes closest to your belief about God?”  
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Figure 5: Belief in God 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
 
Responses can be divided into the following groups (see Figure 5): 
 Believers: In 2018, 56%, or a slim majority, of Australians believed in God (26%) or a spirit or life force (30%)  
 Agnostic: Some 20% held an agnostic position, indicating “I don’t really know what to think” 
 Atheist: Some 23% of Australians indicated they were atheist, selecting “I don’t really think there is any sort of 

spirit, God or life force”. 
 

3.6 Importance of faith or spirituality in life 
  

 
 

 
While individuals might affiliate with a religion, believe in God, and take part in public or private religious or spiritual 
practices, how important is this to their life’s decisions, such as career, relationships and lifestyle? This is a measure 
of the salience of a person’s actions or beliefs for other aspects of life.  
 
More than four in 10 Australians (44%) indicated that faith or spirituality was important or very important in shaping 
their decisions (Figure 6). It was of little importance for 23% and a third of respondents indicated that religious faith 
or spirituality was not important in shaping their life’s decisions.  
 
 

Figure 6: Importance of faith or spirituality in shaping life’s decisions 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 
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3.7 Religious and spiritual self-perceptions  
 
“Religiousness” and “spirituality” are terms which have 
different but overlapping meanings in popular language. Both 
concepts are concerned in some way with the sacred or the 
transcendent. While the distinctions are not hard and fast, 
there may be dichotomies between religiousness and 
spirituality on the basis of institutional versus personal scales 
of reference, and belief versus emotion and experience. 
“Religious” tends to refer to adherence to a particular religion, 
including its practices, beliefs and communities of expression, 
whereas “spiritual” refers more to an appreciation of the 
sacred as well as personalised beliefs and practices.  
 
On scales from 0 (not at all) to 10 (very), respondents were asked to indicate: 
 

“To what extent do you see yourself as a religious person?” 
“To what extent do you see yourself as a spiritual person?” 

 
There were wide spread results in the ACS, on both religious and 
spiritual self-perceptions. Overall, respondents considered 
themselves to be a little more spiritual than religious (Figure 7). 
The median response for religiousness was 4 on the 11-point 
scale, whereas it was 5 for spiritualness. The most common 
(modal) responses were “not at all religious” (36%) and “not at all 
spiritual” (24%). Just 4% considered themselves to be “very 
religious” and 7% “very spiritual”. 
 
 

Figure 7: Religious and spiritual self-perceptions 
 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 
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3.8 Four clusters of Australians 
 
Given the overlaps and distinctions between religiousness and spirituality, it is helpful to examine whether there are 
groups of people who answer the questions about religious and spiritual self-perceptions in similar ways. Other 
survey research has found that there is a group of people who consider themselves to be “spiritual but not 
religious”. For example, 14% of people in the 2017 Faith and Belief study indicated that they had spiritual beliefs but 
didn’t identify with any main religion (McCrindle, Renton, Phillips and Miles, 2017).  
 
In the present study, we used an empirical technique called cluster analysis on the responses to both the religious 
and spiritual self-perception questions. We found four groups of people, which are indicative of four general 
approaches to religion and spirituality in contemporary Australia. 
 
The first two groups are religiously affiliated and see themselves as religious and spiritual. Yet they differ in terms of 
the degree of religiousness and spiritualness and whether or not they formally practise their religion, and so they 
have been labelled “practising” and “non-practising religious and spiritual”. These two groups are of equal size and, 
together, make up half of adult Australians.  
 
The third (smallest) group emphasises spirituality (especially spiritual experience) but not adherence to nor practice 
of a religion. We will use the short label, “SBNR”, which is used widely by other researchers to indicate those who 
are spiritual but not religious. The fourth (and largest) group is unaffiliated, atheist/agnostic and neither religious nor 
spiritual. 
 
So, in summary, the four clusters, shown in Figure 8, are:  
 Religious and spiritual: “Practising religious and spiritual” 
 Moderately religious and spiritual: “Non-practising religious and spiritual” 
 Spiritual but not religious: “SBNR” 
 Neither religious nor spiritual: “Neither”. 
 
 

Figure 8: Religious and spiritual self-perceptions: four clusters 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 
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As now detailed, each of these four clusters has its own distinct features in terms of religious affiliation as well as 
other dimensions of religiousness and spiritualness. 
 
Practising religious and spiritual 
This group (26% of respondents) saw themselves as both religious and spiritual, with mean scores of 8.0 and 8.3 
respectively on the religiousness and spiritualness 11-point scales. Religious faith or spirituality tended to be "very 
important" to their life decisions. Almost all identified with a religion (79% Christian, 15% other religion). They 
believed in either a personal God (66%) or a higher power (30%). Religious service attendance varied widely in this 
group but on average it was monthly. Prayer or meditation was much more regular – a few times a week on average. 
Four in ten had had a mystical or supernatural experience. 
 
Non-practising religious and spiritual 
This group (26% of respondents) saw themselves as moderately religious (mean score of 5.2 on religiousness) and 
moderately spiritual (mean score of 5.0 on spiritualness). Religious faith or spirituality tended to be "important" to 
their decisions. A large majority identified with a religion (71% Christian, 11% other religion) and they mostly either 
believed in a higher power (42%) or a personal God (28%), with a quarter being agnostic. Religious service 
attendance on average was once a year, and prayer or meditation was occasional. Less than a quarter (22%) had had 
a mystical experience, but a third believed it could happen.  
 
Spiritual but not religious: “SBNR” 
This was the smallest group (13% of respondents). They saw themselves as spiritual (mean score of 6.5 on 
spiritualness) but not religious (mean score of 0.7), yet faith/spirituality tended to be “of little importance” to their 
decisions. This group was largely unaffiliated and non-practising, the emphasis was rather on experiencing the 
sacred. The majority did not identify with a religion (64%) and half (54%) believed in a higher power while two in 10 
were agnostic. They didn’t attend religious services and they rarely prayed or meditated. However, half (47%) had 
had a mystical or supernatural experience. 
 
Non-religious and non-spiritual: “Neither” 
This group (35% of respondents) saw themselves as neither religious nor spiritual (mean scores of 0.4 and 0.6 on 
religiousness and spiritualness respectively), and faith/spirituality tended to be "not important" to their life’s 
decisions. The majority did not identify with a religion (70%). They were either atheist (55%) or agnostic (29%). They 
didn’t attend services, pray or meditate, and the majority (56%) thought that mystical experiences don’t occur. 
 

3.9 Segmentation in this report 
 
For the results that follow in this report – attitudes and responses to religion in society and connections with 
Christian churches – we provide two forms of segmentation: 
 
1. Segmentation by religiousness/spirituality:  
 Practising religious and spiritual 
 Non-practising religious and spiritual 
 Spiritual but not religious (SBNR) 
 Neither spiritual nor religious (Neither). 
 
2. Segmentation by religious identity: 
 Christian 
 Other religion 
 No religion. 
 
In the case of the questions concerning connections with Christian churches, the Christian segment is split into 
Christians who attend religious services regularly (at least monthly), and Christians who do not attend regularly. 
Selected results for the segments are presented in the main body of the report, with full results tabulated in 
Appendix 2. Results for the “other religion” and SBNR groups particularly should be treated with care, due to the 
small subsample sizes.  
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4 Attitudes and responses to religion in society 
 
A person’s attitude to religion will be shaped by a range of things. Some will have a positive emotional response 
based on their own personal experience of faith, meaning and purpose, positive events or experiences of support or 
belonging from a religious community. Others will experience negative emotions because of bad past experiences. 
Previous research has found that a person’s own religious history, such as their childhood connections or family 
involvement, has an impact on their attitudes. Contact through religious activities, such as Christian church services, 
weddings and funerals, or other special religious events will also shape current attitudes. In addition to these direct 
experiences, people receive information through the mass media, arts, political commentary and so on which have 
varying degrees of impact on their views. 
 
One purpose of the 2018 ACS was to understand current Australian attitudes to religion. As well as the general and 
ongoing decline over recent decades of religious identity and practices, this survey was conducted against a wider 
context within Australia which is likely to have had an impact on attitudes. Some of the national contextual features 
at the time of this survey included public engagement with outcomes and responses to the Royal Commission into 
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, and law reform to allow same-sex marriage being linked to broader 
discussions about the protection of religious freedom. International news about matters where religion was a factor 
are also likely to have had some level of impact on Australian views. 
 
Four indicators of attitudes were selected for this report, including a general assessment of whether religion is good 
for society, the value of religious diversity for Australia, their view on the role of Christian churches in society, as 
well as aspects that attract and repel people with regard to the Christian faith. The four questions asked were: 
 Do you agree or disagree? “Religion is good for Australian society”. 
 Do you agree or disagree? “Having people from many different religions makes Australia stronger”. 
 “Which of the following roles do you think the Christian churches should fulfil? (Please select all that apply)”. 
 “Thinking about the Christian faith, do each of the following currently attract you to or repel you from the faith in 

general?” 
 

4.1 Attitudes to religion as good for society 
 

 
 
Australians were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with the statement “Religion is good for Australian society”. 
As shown in Figure 9, views are relatively balanced with a third (33%) of Australians who agreed or strongly agreed, 
38% who were neutral/unsure and 28% who disagreed or strongly disagreed. 
 
These 2018 ACS results show lower levels of affirmation for a positive role of religion in society than two years 
earlier. In the 2016 ACS 39% of Australians agreed that religion is good for society, 40% were neutral/unsure and 
21% disagreed.  
 
Selected segmentation results 
Clusters: Practising religious/spiritual Australians were the most likely cluster to agree that religion is good for 
Australian society (71%), whereas for those who were non-practising religious/spiritual, the support dropped to 
38%. In contrast, only 7% of the SBNR group and 10% of those neither religious nor spiritual agreed with this 
statement (Figure 10).  
 
Religions: Among those who identified with a religion, similar proportions of Christians and people from other 
religions felt religion was good for society (48% and 44% respectively).  
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Figure 9: Attitude to religion as good for Australian society 

 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
 

Figure 10: Attitude to religion as good for Australian society by segment 
 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
 

4.2 Attitudes to religious diversity 
 
To explore Australian attitudes to religious diversity and the role it plays in Australian society, respondents were 
asked whether they agreed or disagreed with the following statement:  
 

“Having people from many different religions makes Australia stronger”. 
 
The overall patterns are similar to the general question about whether religion is good for society. Some 29% of 
Australians agreed that having people from many different religions makes Australia stronger, 36% were 
neutral/unsure and 35% disagreed (Figure 11).  
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Figure 11: The value of religious diversity for Australia 

 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
 
Selected segmentation results 
Clusters: The practising religious/spiritual cluster was most likely to agree (45%), followed by the non-practising 
group (31%), SBNRs (24%) and lastly, the “neither” group (17%) (Figure 12).  
 
Religions: Christian affiliates (31%) were less likely than affiliates of other religions (54%) to affirm that having 
people from many different religions makes Australia stronger. 
 
 

Figure 12: The value of religious diversity for Australia by segment 
 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 
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4.3 Roles the churches should fulfil 
 
In addition to the broader questions about religion, Australians were also invited to give their view on the role of 
Christian churches in society.  
 

Which of the following roles do you think the Christian churches should fulfil? (Please select all that apply) 
 
When asked to freely choose from a list of 14 possible roles that churches should fulfil in society, Australians’ 
responses can be grouped into three levels (see Figure 13). Overall, the normative view appears to be that the 
churches have a role in fostering cohesive communities and a good society, but that this role should be an 
embedded influence rather than taking an up-front role. 
 
Only three roles were chosen by a majority of Australians as 
suitable for churches to fulfil in society. These roles are: 
 Conduct weddings, funerals, baptisms etc (56%) 
 Encourage good morals (also 56%) and 
 Support the poor (54%).  
 
This evaluation of the primary roles churches should fulfil in society 
was consistent with earlier results from the 2016 ACS, when the 
same three roles were selected by the majority (59%-60%).  
 
The second group of roles was supported by around four in 10 Australians. They are:  
 Provide opportunities for worship (43%) 
 Give meaning and direction to life (42%) 
 Provide chaplains for hospitals and other institutions (40%) 
 Provide social services (e.g. aged care) (38%) 
 Allow community groups to use church buildings (37%) 
 Challenge injustice in society (35%) and 
 Run social activities (35%).  
 
However, roles that evoked an up-front place of the churches in public life were not well supported by Australians. 
Options presented included: 
 Leadership at public events such as Anzac Day (16%) 
 Convert people to the faith (12%) and 
 Public comment on political issues (10%). 
 
Only two in 10 (21%) thought that churches should provide schools. 
 
Some 18% of Australians claimed that the churches should have no role in society.  
 
Selected segmentation results 
Clusters: Of the four clusters, the practising group was most likely to endorse the various roles, but support for 
leadership at public events, converting people to the faith and giving public comment on political issues remained 
low (30%, 26% and 23% respectively). No single role was supported by a majority of the “neither” group, although 
support for the poor, encouraging good morals and conducting weddings came close (45%, 43% and 47% 
respectively). 
 
Religions: Unsurprisingly, Christians were more likely to affirm the various roles than people from other religions 
and those who did not affiliate with a religion. 
 
A further analysis was run to compare the views of Christian church attenders with the views of all Australians 
about the roles of churches in society. Significantly higher proportions of church attenders affirmed all roles listed.  
  

A majority of Australians think churches 
should fulfil three key roles: conduct 
weddings, funerals, baptisms etc, 
encourage good morals and support  
the poor 
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The five roles for churches where there was the greatest difference between church attenders and all Australians 
were: 
 Give meaning and direction to life (69% vs 42%) 
 Provide opportunities for worship (67% vs 43%) 
 Challenge injustice in society (57% vs 35%) 
 Provide schools (44% vs 21%) and 
 Convert people to the faith (41% vs 12%). 
 
 

Figure 13: Roles the churches should fulfil in society 

 
 

Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 
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4.4 Aspects that attract to or repel from Christian faith  
 
The 2018 ACS invited respondents to review a list of ways that Australians hear about Christian faith within the 
public domain, such as through personal contact, in the media, or through known public figures. The question posed 
was:  
 
“Thinking about the Christian faith, do each of the following currently attract you to or repel you from the faith in general?” 
 
The various responses are summarised in Figure 14 and show that the most commonly chosen option (around 40% 
to 50%) is that these public discourses have a mixed or no effect. The example that is most likely to attract others to 
Christian faith is “the lives of committed Christians whom I know personally” (19%). However, this is matched by 
20% who claim that they are repelled by their personal experiences of committed Christians.  
 
With this one matched exception at the personal level, for all other examples provided, the proportion who claimed 
to be repelled from the Christian faith is greater than the proportion who indicated they were attracted to faith. 
 
 

Figure 14: Aspects that attract to or repel from Christian faith 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
 
Selected segmentation results 
Clusters: While the practising religious/spiritual cluster were more attracted than they were repelled (except in 
response to critics of Christianity), still approximately half in each case reported mixed effect or no effect. The 
exception was the response to the lives of committed Christians, which attracted half of the practising 
religious/spiritual group (38% mixed or no effect). Levels of repulsion were high across the board for the SBNR and 
“neither” groups – especially in response to church leaders and social media. The lives of committed Christians 
whom respondents knew personally attracted just 17% of non-practising religious/spiritual (12% don’t know), 5% of 
SBNRs (20% don’t know) and 4% of the “neither” group (17% don’t know).  
 
Religions: Very low levels of attraction by the lives of committed Christians were also observed for people from 
religions other than Christianity (10%) and people from no religion (4%).  
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5 Connections with Christian churches 
 
A goal for this report is to understand the nature of Australians’ connections with Christian churches. As well as 
exploring levels of contact through church events and social relationships, we evaluate Australians’ levels of 
openness to church and what factors influence this openness.  
 
The topics covered in this report include: 
 Levels of contact with church activities 
 Church attendance by people in close relationship with the individual 
 Openness to accepting an invitation to church 
 Explanations for accepting or declining an invitation to church (drawing on a qualitative analysis of open text 

responses), and 
 Factors that influence openness. 
 
Some of the differences in the connections for the four religious/spiritual clusters (practising, non-practising, SBNR 
and neither groups) will be highlighted, as well as for Christians, people from other religions and people who do not 
affiliate with a religion. Because the focus of this part is on the Christian churches, we also are interested in the 
perspective of Christians who have differing connections with church life. So, the views of Christians are split into:  
 Christian attending: Those who identified as Christian and attended church at least monthly. 
 Christian non-attending: Those who identified as Christian, but attended less often than monthly. 
 

5.1 Levels of contact with church activities 
 
While only 16% of Australians attend church frequently, many more have had some form of contact through church 
services and other church events. Attendance at key religious festivals such as Christmas and Easter also can be a 
point of contact. 
 
Respondents were asked a series of questions about the contact they 
had had with church activities in the preceding 12 months. Various 
types of services or events were included (Figure 15: Attendance at 
meetings/events run by Christian churches in the preceding 12 
months 
). In 2018 a third (32%) of Australians had attended one or more of 
these. Attendance at regular church services was most common, with 
one in five respondents (19%) having gone in the previous 12 months. 
 
Also, around 19% of Australians had attended a Christmas service, with Christmas Eve being a little more common 
than Christmas Day. Some 16% of Australians had attended an Easter service, while attendance at Easter Sunday 
and Good Friday services were equally common.  
 
Within the last five years, 8% of all respondents indicated that they had gone to a Christian church with a view to 
getting involved, but decided not to get involved, while 6% answered that they were unsure. 
 
  

A third of Australians have been at a 
church event in the past 12 months.   
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Figure 15: Attendance at meetings/events run by Christian churches in the preceding 12 months 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
 
Selected segmentation results 
Clusters: Attendance at any of the listed events and activities was almost non-existent among the SBNR and 
“neither” clusters (Table 1). Christmas (especially Christmas Eve) and Easter were the most common points of 
contact for the non-practising religious/spiritual group (25% and 19% respectively), followed by a regular church 
service (15%). Attendance at a social event or dinner, while reported by 10% of respondents overall, was really only 
common for the practising religious/spiritual group (29% had attended).  
 
Religions: The most common connections for non-attending Christians were Christmas (17%), a regular church 
service (12%) and Easter (11%). Small numbers of people from religions other than Christianity had attended an 
Easter service (10%) or a Christmas service (9%). 
 
Christmas and Easter are therefore important points of connections for people who infrequently go to church. Also, 
the result for attendance at a regular church service for non-attending Christians and the non-practising 
religious/spiritual group confirms other related findings about the importance of the regular worship services both 
as a point of contact for non-attenders (Bellamy, Black, Castle, Hughes and Kaldor, 2002) and as an entry point for 
newcomers without a church background (Powell, 2015).  
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Table 1: Attendance at regular church, Christmas and Easter services in the preceding 12 months by segment 
 Cluster Religion Total 
 Practising 

religious/ 
spiritual 

Non-
practising 
religious/ 
spiritual 

Spiritual 
but not 

religious 
(SBNR) 

Neither 
religious 

nor 
spiritual 

Christian 
religion 

attending 

Christian 
religion 

non-
attending 

Other 
religion 

No 
religion 

 

Attendance at meetings/events run by a Christian church in the past 12 months % 
     Regular church service  54 15 1 2 82 12 6 2 19 
     Christmas service  42 25 3 3 69 17 9 2 19 
     Easter service 41 19 1 1 64 11 10 3 16 
     None of the listed 
events 

32 57 92 93 2 71 70 92 68 

Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
 

5.2 Church attendance by others in close relationship 
 
It has been well established that relationships have a vital role in determining whether a person will attend church. 
We live within communities of family and friends who provide a reference point and influence our own beliefs, 
attitudes, and life choices. Having a religious world view, along with associated beliefs and practices, is sustained 
and reinforced in community.  
 
Respondents were asked which of various close friends and 
relatives currently attended a Christian church regularly (Figure 
16). Results show that two-thirds of Australians do not have 
any of these close friends or family members who attend 
church.  
 
The results for those with people in close relationship who regularly attended church were as follows: closest 
friends (11%), spouse/partner (11%), mother (11%), children (9%) and finally father (6%).  
 
Selected segmentation results 
Clusters: It was uncommon for people in the SBNR or neither religious nor spiritual clusters to have close family and 
friends who attended church (Figure 17). However, 40% of the non-practising group had at least one of the people 
listed regularly attending church (most commonly their mother, at 14%). Among the practising group, the most 
commonly reported relationship was their spouse or partner (31%). 
 
Religions: Close relationships with other church attenders are common among church-attending Christians (87% 
with one or more family members or close friends regularly attending), but not typical among non-attending 
Christians (29%) or people from other religions (33%). 
 
 

Figure 16: Close others who attend a Christian church regularly 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

  

Two thirds of Australians do not have any 
close friends or family who attend church. 
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Figure 17: Any close others attend a Christian church regularly by segment 

 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
 

5.3  Openness to accepting an invitation to church 
 
Would Australians go to a regular church service if invited by close family and friends? Some 28% indicated that 
they would, 48% would not and 24% were unsure.  
 
Selected segmentation results 
Clusters: Very small proportions of the SBNR and neither spiritual nor religious groups would accept an invitation 
(Figure 18); however 30% of non-practising religious would do so (with 39% being unsure).  
 
Religions: Very few people without a religious affiliation would accept an invitation to a regular church service (6%). 
However 27% of non-attending Christians indicated that they would accept (36% would not, 37% unsure), as did 
33% of people who affiliate with a religion other than Christianity. 
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Figure 18: Would accept an invitation to church by segment 

 

 
Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
 
Attendance history 
Research on the 1998 ACS found that a person’s willingness to accept an invitation to church increases with their 
previous church involvement (Bellamy et al, 2002). Here we conduct an analysis on the 2018 ACS data by religious 
service attendance. 
 
Attend: First, we divide Australians into those who frequently (at least monthly) attend religious services (16% are 
Christian and 4% affiliate with another religion) and those who are non-attenders (80%). Then we divide the non-
attenders into those who used to attend (41%) and never attended (39%) religious services. 
 
Used to attend: The 41% of Australians who didn’t currently attend religious services frequently in 2018 but used to 
was comprised of: 
 10% who said they would go to a regular church service if invited 
 13% were unsure if they would go, and 
 18% would not go.  
 
Never attended: In 2018 some 39% of people had never in their life attended religious services frequently (at least 
monthly). This comprised: 
 4% who said they would go to a regular church service if 

invited 
 9% were unsure if they would go, and 
 26% would not go. 
 
In total, 14% were non-attenders and would accept an invitation to 
church from close friends or family. A further 22% were unsure if 
they would accept such an invitation.  
 
These results confirm that a history of attendance makes a difference. Australians with a history of attendance have 
a greater openness to invitations (Figure 19).  

Some 14% of non-attenders would 
accept an invitation to church from 
close friends or family.  A further 22% 
were unsure. 
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Figure 19: Openness to accepting an invitation to church by church attendance history 

 

 
 

Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
 

5.4 Explanations for accepting or declining an invitation to church 
 
Respondents were asked to express what comes to mind when they think about why they would or wouldn’t accept 
an invitation to church from close friends or family. Qualitative content analysis was conducted on the open text 
responses, whereby responses were coded according to themes. Some 79% of respondents (944 of 1,200) provided 
a response that gave additional information about their choice. In this report, the results are presented separately 
for respondents who answered yes, no or unsure. Those who identified as Christians and already attended religious 
services at least monthly are excluded from the results. The themes that occurred most commonly among each 
group of respondents are covered here. 
 
Respondents gave explanations about whether they would accept or decline an invitation to do with:  
 Their attitudes towards churches and Christianity 
 Their own religious identity and/or practices 
 Social relationships 
 Issues of practical barriers to attendance, and  
 Curiosity or openness to new experiences.  
 
Relationships were top of mind among those who were open to accepting an invitation. In comparison, those who 
would not accept an invitation tended to express negative attitudes towards religion and often drew on their own 
identity and practice with respect to religion (or no religion). Those who were unsure gave a diversity of 
explanations. 
 
Among respondents who indicated that they would accept an invitation, the following were the most commonly 
given reasons as to why they would do so: 
 

They wanted to support or affirm their friend or family member, for example:  
“I would attend because it is important to the person who invited you, otherwise they wouldn’t have invited 
you.” 

People with a history of attendance at 
religious services are more likely be 
open to invitations to church from 
friends and family than those with no 
attendance history.   
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“A good friend is to be supported in anything reasonable they request.” 
 

They were curious about attending, or open to trying something new or different: 
“I would accept as I like to be open minded.” 
 
“I would be happy to attend, it could be something different.” 
 

They appreciated the idea of connecting with other people at church: 
“It’s a nice social experience if you go to church and mingle with and get to know other people.” 
 
“Spending time with other brothers and sisters of the faith, gaining support through life and gaining spiritual 
sustenance.” 
 

The most salient reasons for respondents who were closed to accepting an invitation were: 
 

Negative attitudes or feelings towards churches and/or Christianity: 
“Out-dated and the reputation of the church has been tarnished for a long time due to paedophilia by the 
clergy.” 
 
“I am not attracted to organised religion as a result of past atrocities committed by all religions against the 
populace.” 
 

Attending a service did not interest them or was a waste of their time: 
“I have no real interest in attending religious services” 
 
“Waste of time.” 
 
“I have my own views and find orthodox services of no spiritual uplifting and leave me flat, could use my time 
better elsewhere.” 
 

They were not a Christian, not a religious person or didn’t hold to Christian beliefs: 
“No belief in religion, spirituality or God.” 
 
“I do not believe in any religious figure, and nor do I participate in anything that has to do with religion.” 

 
Respondents who were unsure about accepting drew on mixed explanations – sometimes talking about their views 
about churches, their relationships with the person who invited them, their own personal religious identity or 
practice. One type of explanation that barely featured among those either open or closed to accepting an invitation 
but more common among those who were unsure was practical constraints, such as a lack of time or having other 
commitments. Some of the respondents who were unsure indicated that they would want to know why they were 
being invited, and they would be open to attending on a special occasion, such as a wedding, but not if they were 
being asked for other reasons. For example: 
 

“I would feel they would try to involve me in joining in their church, when I would much prefer to make my 
own decisions. I would accept an invitation if it was for a special purpose, wedding, funeral etc.” 
 
“If it was for a general service I wouldn’t, but if it was a specific activity or event I would.” 
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5.5 Factors that influence openness to accepting an invitation to church 
 
Analysis on the 1998 ACS indicated that a complexity of factors were associated with people’s current church 
attendance, including assenting to conventional Christian beliefs, moral values, attitudes towards churches, social 
relationships (having church-attending relatives and friends), with religious upbringing and demographics also 
playing a role (Bellamy, Black, Castle, Hughes and Kaldor, 2002). 
 
To examine the relative contribution of different factors that may influence being open to accepting an invitation to 
church from a close friend or family member, we used a technique called logistic regression and included the 
following predictor variables: 
 
 Demographics: age, gender, highest level of formal education 
 Having a history of regular attendance at religious services 
 Having a close family member or closest friend who regularly attended church services 
 Personal religion and spirituality: Religious identification, frequency of prayer or meditation, mystical or 

supernatural experience, belief in God, self-perception as religious and spiritual, and 
 Attitudes and responses to religion: Religion is good for Australian society, being attracted to the Christian faith 

through discussion in various forums, numbers of church roles endorsed. 
 
The analysis was conducted on all respondents other than church attenders (i.e. those who were Christian and 
regularly attending religious services). 
 
Compared with those who would not accept an invitation to church, identifying as Christian increased the likelihood 
of accepting by a factor of close to three. An increased self-perception of oneself as religious and increased 
frequency of prayer or meditation were also associated with accepting an invitation. Those who would accept an 
invitation were also more likely to be attracted by discussions about Christianity, believe that religion is good for 
society, and think that churches should fulfil a larger number of roles in society. Unsurprisingly (and by definition), 
having a close family member or friend who regularly attended church also increased the likelihood of accepting an 
invitation. 
 
In the context of the other factors, having a history of religious service attendance, belief about God, 
mystical/supernatural experience, and self-perception as spiritual did not play an independent role in accepting an 
invitation to church in this analysis. Demographics also had no effect. In other words, once other factors were taken 
into account – such as person’s self-perception, a positive attitude to religion and church, and churchgoing contacts 
– then knowing the church background or demographic profile of a person did not help to more accurately predict if 
they would accept an invitation to church.  
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6 Conclusion 
 
The aims of this report were to provide a religious and spiritual profile of Australians across a range of dimensions; 
to assess current attitudes to religion in society; and to evaluate the levels of contact with churches, and factors 
which influence an openness to accepting an invitation to attend church. The findings were based on the 2018 
Australian Community Survey, a national online poll of 1,200 Australians. 
 
First, Australians can be described as moderately religious. While the levels of religiousness and spirituality have 
eroded over time, religious practices, beliefs and experiences continue to be present. Some 20% of Australians were 
frequent attenders at religious services (16% at churches) and three in 10 prayed or meditated at least once a week. 
More than a quarter have had a mystical or supernatural experience, with more open to the idea that such an 
experience is possible. The majority of Australians (56%) believed in God, a spirit or life force. 
 
When people chose to identify how “religious” or “spiritual” they were, the terms were used in quite similar ways. 
While being spiritual as opposed to religious has gained attention in religious studies and in general commentary, a 
cluster analysis found that only 13% of Australians fitted a type which could be called “spiritual but not religious”. A 
more significant distinguishing feature is whether or not a person is practising or non-practising (26% each). Around 
a third of Australians were neither religious nor spiritual.  
 
Second, in 2018, attitudes to the roles of religion in society and the benefits of religious diversity for Australia were 
mixed, with roughly a third each who are positive, neutral or unsure, or negative.  
 
The significant decline between 2016 and 2018 in the proportion who agreed that “religion is good for society” is 
worth noting (from 39% in 2016 to 33% in 2018). How related this negativity is to the particular social context in 
mid-2018 when the survey was conducted will only be able to be tested over time. This will certainly be an 
important indicator to track.  
 
In terms of the role of Christian churches in particular, most Australians preferred that churches have an embedded 
role, investing in fostering cohesive communities and a good society. When asked to evaluate their response to 
various sources of information about the Christian faith, the majority of Australians stated they had a mixed or no 
effect, or they did not know. Among those who had a view, they were more likely to be repelled, rather than 
attracted to faith.  
 
Third, results provided information about levels of contact with churches and factors that influence an openness to 
accepting an invitation to church. In 2018 a third (32%) of Australians had attended a church activity, with 
attendance at Christmas being most common among those who were not regular church attenders. Christmas and 
Easter are valuable times for connection. It appears that churches should also continue to invest in efforts related to 
ordinary worship services as they are an important point of contact for non-attenders.  
 
Given how vital social relationships are for religious engagement and participation, it will be of concern to churches 
that two-thirds of Australians have no close friends or family members who attend church. Some 14% of people 
were not regularly attending religious services and said they would accept an invitation to church, and a further 22% 
were non-attenders and unsure. Analysis of open text responses showed that for those who were open to an 
invitation, what came to mind most commonly was the relationship with the person who was inviting. In contrast, 
those who would not accept an invitation tended to express negative attitudes towards religion and often drew on 
their own identity and practice with respect to religion (or no religion). Those who were unsure gave a diversity of 
explanations. Regression analysis showed that Christian identity, religious self-perception, frequency of prayer or 
meditation and positive stances toward religion and the churches boosted the likelihood of accepting an invitation. 
 
This report has confirmed that religion and spirituality continue to be integrated into the lives of many Australians. 
While religion and religious institutions, such as Christian churches, face higher levels of distrust and disinterest than 
previously, they are still understood to have roles in society. It has also confirmed that a person’s religious identity 
and disposition, along with significant relationships, provide the most effective points of connection for churches. 
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Appendix 1: Sample characteristics 
 
Weighting methodology 
The weighting methodology used a three-way crosstabulation from the 2016 Census of Population and Housing: 
gender (men, women) by age (18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74, 75+ years) by highest level of formal 
education (less than year 12, completed year 12, diploma or certificate, bachelor degree, postgraduate qualification). 
Those who were recorded in the Census as having their highest non-school qualification as inadequately described, 
not stated or not applicable were coded according to their highest level of school education. Those who did not state 
their highest level of school education were coded as having not completed high school. 
 
Table A1.1: Unweighted and weighted sample characteristics 
 Unweighted Weighted 
Age    
     Mean 48 47 
     Standard deviation 17 18 
     18-24 years % 10 12 
     25-34 years % 18 19 
     35-44 years % 18 17 
     45-54 years % 18 17 
     55-64 years % 15 15 
     65-74 years % 14 11 
     75+ years % 7 9 
Gender %   
     Female 51 51 
Education %   
     Less than year 12 14 26 
     Year 12 24 22 
     Diploma/certificate 33 29 
     Bachelor degree 20 16 
     Postgraduate qualification 10 7 
Location   
     Sydney 20 19 
     Melbourne 20 20 
     Brisbane 10 10 
     Adelaide 6 7 
     Perth 9 9 
     Hobart 1 1 
     ACT 2 2 
     Rest NSW 11 11 
     Rest Vic 6 7 
     Rest Qld 10 10 
     Rest SA 2 1 
     Rest WA 2 2 
     Rest Tas 1 2 
     NT 1 1 
Country of birth %   
     Australia 78 79 
     Another country where English is the main language 13 12 
     Another country (where English is not the main language) 10 9 
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander origin   
     Yes 2 2 
     No 97 97 
     Prefer not to say 1 1 
Household income per year (before tax taken out)   
     $0 - $19,999 7 7 
     $20,000 - $39,999 17 19 
     $40,000 - $79,999 26 26 
     $80,000 - $119,999 20 19 
     $120,000 or over 16 15 
     Don’t know 2 2 
     Prefer not to say 12 12 
Current employment status   
     Employed full-time (30 hours or more per week) 34 32 
     Employed part-time (less than 30 hours per week) 14 14 
     Self-employed 6 5 
     Unemployed 7 6 
     Student 6 8 
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 Unweighted Weighted 
     Full-time home duties/family responsibilities 9 10 
     Retired 24 25 
     Other 2 2 
Current occupation   
     Employer/manager of an establishment with employees 7 6 
     Professional working mainly with people 10 9 
     Professional working primarily in technological fields 6 5 
     Administrative or clerical worker 12 12 
     Sales or marketing worker 5 5 
     Skilled trades or craft worker 4 4 
     Semi-skilled or manual worker 5 5 
     Farmer or farm manager 0 0 
     Some other occupation 5 5 
Religion   
     Christian 52 52 
     Other religion 8 8 
     No religion 38 38 
     Prefer not to say 2 2 

Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 
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Appendix 2: Detailed results by segments 
 
The data in the following tables are weighted. 
 
TableA2.1: Demographics by segment 
 Cluster Religion Total 
 Practising 

religious/ 
spiritual 

Non-
practising 
religious/ 
spiritual 

Spiritual 
but not 

religious 
(SBNR) 

Neither 
religious 

nor 
spiritual 

Christian 
religion 

Other 
religion 

No religion  

Age 
     Mean 49 47 43 47 52 39 43 47 
     Standard deviation 19 18 16 18 19 13 16 18 
     18-24 years % 9 10 16 14 9 12 15 12 
     25-34 years % 18 21 18 17 14 30 23 19 
     35-44 years % 20 16 22 14 15 30 18 17 
     45-54 years % 14 17 17 19 16 16 19 17 
     55-64 years % 14 16 16 16 17 8 14 15 
     65-74 years % 13 12 7 11 16 4 7 11 
     75+ years % 12 8 4 9 13 0 5 9 
Gender % 
     Female 53 52 64 45 55 56 46 51 
Education % 
     Less than year 12 22 26 25 31 30 13 26 26 
     Year 12 16 22 21 26 20 15 25 22 
     Diploma/certificate 30 26 36 28 28 27 29 29 
     Bachelor degree 22 17 14 11 15 31 13 16 
     Postgraduate qualification 10 9 4 5 6 13 6 7 
Country of birth % 
     Australia 72 77 86 85 79 48 85 79 
     Other English-spkg country 13 13 12 10 13 12 10 12 
     Non English-spkg country 16 11 2 5 8 40 4 9 

Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
Table A2.2: Approaches to religion and spirituality by segment 
 Cluster Religion Total 
 Practising 

religious/ 
spiritual 

Non-
practising 
religious/ 
spiritual 

Spiritual 
but not 

religious 
(SBNR) 

Neither 
religious 

nor 
spiritual 

Christian 
religion 

Other 
religion 

No 
religion 

 

Religiousness 
     Mean score 8.0 5.2 0.7 0.4 5.4 5.9 0.9 3.7 
     Standard deviation 1.3 1.1 1.0 0.9 3.0 2.7 1.8 3.4 
Spiritualness 
     Mean score 8.3 5.0 6.5 0.6 5.7 6.6 2.6 4.6 
     Standard deviation 1.2 1.3 1.8 1.0 2.9 2.3 3.0 3.3 
Importance of faith/spirituality 
     Median response Very Important Of little Not Important Important Not Of little 
Frequency of prayer/meditation 
     Median response Every day Occasionally Hardly 

ever 
Never Occasionally Few times a 

week 
Never Hardly 

ever 
Frequency of service attendance 
     Median response Monthly <Yearly Never Never <Yearly Several 

times a year 
Never <Yearly 

Religious identification % 
     Christian  79 71 28 26 100 0 0 52 
     Other religion 15 11 5 1 0 100 0 8 
     No religion 4 16 64 70 0 0 100 38 
     Prefer not to say 2 2 3 2 0 0 0 2 
Belief about God % 
     Personal God 66 28 4 4 42 34 4 26 
     Spirit or life force 30 42 54 12 33 44 23 30 
     Agnostic 3 25 22 29 18 16 24 20 
     Atheist 1 5 20 55 7 6 49 23 
Mystical experience % 
     Yes 40 22 47 14 31 27 22 27 
     Know somebody 10 14 7 4 10 16 6 9 
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 Cluster Religion Total 
 Practising 

religious/ 
spiritual 

Non-
practising 
religious/ 
spiritual 

Spiritual 
but not 

religious 
(SBNR) 

Neither 
religious 

nor 
spiritual 

Christian 
religion 

Other 
religion 

No 
religion 

 

     Believe it could happen 27 33 26 20 27 38 22 26 
     No, doesn’t occur 14 19 12 56 22 9 43 29 
     Unsure 9 11 8 6 9 11 7 9 

Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 

Table A2.3: Attitudes and responses to religion and Christianity by segment 
 Cluster Religion Total 
 Practising 

religious/ 
spiritual 

Non-
practising 
religious/ 
spiritual 

Spiritual 
but not 

religious 
(SBNR) 

Neither 
religious 

nor 
spiritual 

Christian 
religion 

Other 
religion 

No religion  

Religion is good for Australian society % 
     Strongly agree 21 7  1 12 13 1 8 
     Agree 50 31 7 9 36 32 10 25 
     Neutral/Unsure 23 50 41 40 36 49 38 38 
     Disagree 3 8 26 24 9 4 25 15 
     Strongly disagree 2 4 25 25 7 2 26 14 
Having people from many different religions makes Australia stronger % 
     Strongly agree 13 6 8 3 9 12 4 7 
     Agree 32 25 16 14 22 43 17 22 
     Neutral/Unsure 31 43 33 36 35 40 35 36 
     Disagree 13 16 24 20 18 2 21 18 
     Strongly disagree 11 11 19 27 16 4 23 17 
Roles the churches should fulfil % 
     Provide schools 39 24 11 10 32 15 9 21 
     Support the poor 69 51 56 45 62 50 45 54 
     Encourage good morals 73 59 47 43 66 50 42 56 
     Run social activities 50 37 31 22 43 34 24 35 
     Challenge injustice 53 28 35 27 43 28 26 35 
     Give meaning and direction 67 43 36 24 56 37 23 42 
     Provide social services 48 40 43 28 48 27 28 38 
     Provide opps for worship 63 40 35 32 56 29 27 43 
     Convert people to the faith 26 14 3 3 21 3 2 12 
     Provide chaplains 58 44 35 26 55 25 24 40 
     Community groups bldgs 46 34 37 32 45 22 29 37 
     Give political comment 23 7 6 5 14 12 5 10 
     Events e.g. Anzac Day 30 17 7 9 24 9 7 16 
     Weddings, funerals etc 69 55 58 47 69 43 42 56 
     Other role 6 2 2 2 4 0 2 3 
     No role 4 13 20 30 8 17 30 18 
Discussions among my friends about religion/spirituality % 
     Strongly attract 14 1 0 1 7 2 1 4 
     Tend to attract 23 8 4 1 15 8 1 9 
     Mixed or no effect 47 62 48 47 54 51 47 51 
     Tend to repel 6 15 16 16 10 12 17 13 
     Strongly repel 4 3 20 25 7 11 23 13 
     Don’t know 6 11 12 10 8 17 10 10 
The lives of committed Christians whom I know personally % 
     Strongly attract 18 2 2 0 10 2 1 6 
     Tend to attract 32 14 3 4 23 8 3 14 
     Mixed or no effect 38 54 44 51 46 49 48 47 
     Tend to repel 4 14 21 11 8 12 16 11 
     Strongly repel 3 4 11 17 3 11 17 9 
     Don’t know 5 12 20 17 10 18 16 13 
Discussions about religion/spirituality on blogs, in social media % 
     Strongly attract 7 1 0 0 3 2 1 2 
     Tend to attract 16 8 2 1 11 7 2 7 
     Mixed or no effect 48 46 35 35 47 39 34 41 
     Tend to repel 9 20 25 21 15 19 22 18 
     Strongly repel 8 10 24 30 11 16 29 18 
     Don’t know 12 14 14 13 13 16 12 13 
Church leaders speaking in the media (e.g. on TV, newspapers) % 
     Strongly attract 8 2 2 0 4 2 1 3 
     Tend to attract 20 8 0 0 12 4 2 7 
     Mixed or no effect 50 50 27 32 49 39 29 41 
     Tend to repel 10 21 27 21 16 23 22 19 
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 Cluster Religion Total 
 Practising 

religious/ 
spiritual 

Non-
practising 
religious/ 
spiritual 

Spiritual 
but not 

religious 
(SBNR) 

Neither 
religious 

nor 
spiritual 

Christian 
religion 

Other 
religion 

No religion  

     Strongly repel 4 8 32 36 10 12 36 20 
     Don’t know 8 11 13 10 8 19 11 10 
Critics of Christianity or churches speaking in the media % 
     Strongly attract 4 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 
     Tend to attract 15 6 3 2 9 7 3 6 
     Mixed or no effect 45 51 49 53 50 44 50 50 
     Tend to repel 16 17 16 14 17 15 13 16 
     Strongly repel 10 13 14 19 12 13 19 14 
     Don’t know 9 12 16 12 10 20 13 12 
Christian sporting personalities speaking in the media % 
     Strongly attract 5 1 2 0 3 1 1 2 
     Tend to attract 23 14 1 1 17 5 2 10 
     Mixed or no effect 51 48 41 46 49 46 44 47 
     Tend to repel 8 14 21 19 12 18 19 15 
     Strongly repel 4 8 21 24 8 11 22 14 
     Don’t know 9 16 15 11 11 19 12 12 

Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 

 
Table A2.4: Contact with churches and openness to invitations by segment 
 Cluster Religion Total 
 Practising 

religious/ 
spiritual 

Non-
practising 
religious/ 
spiritual 

Spiritual 
but not 

religious 
(SBNR) 

Neither 
religious 

nor 
spiritual 

Christian 
religion 

attending 

Christian 
religion 

non-
attending 

Other 
religion 

No 
religion 

 

Attendance at meetings/events run by a Christian church in the past 12 months % 
A regular church service  54 15 1 2 82 12 6 2 19 
     Christmas service  42 25 3 3 69 17 9 2 19 
          Christmas Eve 23 15 3 2 38 12 5 1 11 
          Christmas Day 25 9 0 0 42 4 2 1 9 
          Other service 6 3 0 0 6 2 5 0 2 
     Easter service 41 19 1 1 64 11 10 3 16 
          Maundy Thursday 5 1 0 0 8 1 1 0 2 
          Good Friday 28 9 1 1 45 6 6 1 10 
          Easter Vigil 5 2 0 0 6 1 4 1 2 
          Easter Sunday 30 12 0 1 49 6 6 1 11 
          Other service 3 1 0 0 4 0 2 0 1 
     Seminar or workshop 13 3 2 0 20 1 9 1 5 
     Introductory course 2 2 0 0 4 0 2 0 1 
     Adult Bible study 19 3 1 0 31 1 4 1 6 
     Social event or dinner  29 7 2 0 45 5 5 1 10 
     Charity/justice event 14 4 1 3 21 4 1 2 6 
     None of the above 32 57 92 93 2 71 70 92 68 
Attempt to become involved in a church in last 5 years % 
     No 80 78 94 96 73 88 79 94 87 
     Yes 14 11 3 2 19 7 11 3 8 
     Unsure 5 12 3 2 8 5 9 3 6 
Close others who attend a Christian church regularly % 
     Spouse or partner 31 10 1 1 45 9 6 1 11 
     Closest friend 26 11 6 3 36 7 18 5 11 
     Mother 21 14 6 3 33 8 14 5 11 
     Father 13 7 3 2 21 5 3 2 6 
     Any children 25 5 2 3 34 8 0 2 9 
     None of the above 37 60 85 89 13 71 67 86 67 
Would go to a regular Christian church service if invited by close friends or family % 
     Yes 65 30 8 6 80 27 33 6 28 
     No 17 31 71 75 10 36 43 76 48 
     Unsure 18 39 21 19 10 37 24 18 24 

Source: 2018 ACS run by NCLS Research (n=1,200). 
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